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Abstract—A novel estimate system is proposed to discover the
security weaknesses of a chaos based random number generator
(RNG). Convergence of the estimate system is proved using
auto-synchronization. Secret parameters of the target RNG are
recovered where the available information are the structure of
the RNG and a scalar time series observed from the target
chaotic system. Simulation and numerical results verifying the
feasibility of the estimate system are given such that, next bit
can be predicted while the same output bit sequence of the RNG
can be regenerated.

Index Terms—Estimation, security weaknesses, random num-
ber generator, continuous-time chaos, time series, synchroniza-
tion of chaotic systems, auto-synchronization

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, technological developments emphasize the im-
portance of innovations in the following field of circuits and
systems: Small area occupation, hardware security, low power
consumption and high speed operation. In relation to this,
the fast and low power consuming random number generators
(RNG) are positioned more clearly in the heart of the research
as the main components of the security systems. Although
most of the people are unaware that they use them, we use
RNGs in our day-to-day work. We use RNG if you withdraw
money from a bank’s cash machine, order goods with a credit
card on the internet, or watch pay TV. Public/private keys for
asymmetric crypto algorithms, keys for hybrid and symmetric
encryption systems, one-time pad, nonces and padding bytes
are created by using RNGs [1].

Being aware of any knowledge about the structure of the
RNG must not provide a useful estimate of the output bit
sequence of the RNG. Even so, fulfilling the requirements
for the confidentiality of security systems using RNG requires
three privacy criteria as a must: 1. The RNG must fulfill all
statistical randomness tests; 2. The preceding and following
random bits can not be predicted [2] and; 3. Anyone should
not generate the same output bit sequence of the RNG [3].

One of the basic principle of the cryptography is that
according to Kerckhoff’s hypothesis [1], it is assumed that the
overall security of any crypto system is completely dependent
on the security of the key, and that all other parameters of the
crypto system are publicly observable. Vulnerability analysis is
complementary to cryptography. The interaction between these
two cryptology branches creates a contemporary cryptography

that becomes stronger due to the vulnerability analysis that
reveals the weaknesses of the existing crypto systems.

Although the use of discrete-time chaotic maps in random
number generation has been acknowledged over a long pe-
riod of time [4], [5], [6], it has been shown nowadays that
continuous-time chaotic oscillators can be used to implement
RNGs [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. In particular, a “truly” RNG
based on a continuous-time chaotic oscillator has been pro-
posed in [8]. In this article, we target the RNG reported
in [8], and propose an estimate system to analyze security
vulnerabilities of the targeted RNG.

The robustness of a crypto system depends on the key used,
or in other words, the attacker’s ability to estimate the key.
The target RNG [8] defines the deterministic chaos as the
true source of randomness, contrary to the latest RNG designs
[10], [11] in which the equivalent noise generated by circuit
components is analyzed.

The organization of the article is as follows. In Section II
the targeted RNG is explained in detail; In the next Section III
an estimate system is proposed for vulnerability analysis of the
target RNG and its feasibility is verified; Section IV describes
the numerical and simulation results that are followed by the
noise analysis and the conclusion section.

II. TARGET SYSTEM

Chaotic systems can be categorized into two groups: In
relation to the evolution of underlying dynamical system, one
is discrete time and the other is continuous time.

In the target paper [8], a simple autonomous continuous-
time chaotic system is utilized, as the seed of the RNG, which
is derived from a simple model. The analysis of the system
yields the state equations given in [8] which transforms into
the following equation:

ẋ1 = y1
ẏ1 = z1
ż1 = a1(−x1 − y1 − z1 + sgn(x1))

(1)

The equations in 1 generate chaos for the single-parameter
a1 in a large region (0.48 < a1 < 1). The chaotic attractor
used for numerical analysis is obtained for a1 = 0.666 using
a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with an adaptive step size.
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Fig. 1. Largest Conditional Lyapunov Exponents as a function of coupling
strength K.

Random number generation method was explained in [8]
where the mechanism fundamentally characterize the jumps
in chaotic signal from one scroll to the other or staying at
the same scroll. Because of this reason, the chaotic state-
space is partitioned into three subspaces, P0, PM and P1

divided by two planes located at p2 and p1. The binary
sequence generated by this method is biased and do not fulfill
the statistical tests. In order to remove the unknown bias in
this sequence, the Von Neumann’s de-skewing technique is
employed.

The post-processed bit sequence given at http://www.
esat.kuleuven.ac.be/∼mey/Ds2RbG/Ds2RbG.html does not
also fulfill Block-frequency, Runs, Nonperiodic templates,
ApEn and Random excursions variant tests of NIST-800-22
test suite [12]. Note that, the target RBG [8] do not fulfill the
first secrecy criteria, which states that “TRNG must pass all
the statistical tests of randomness.”

III. ESTIMATE SYSTEM

Since the ground-breaking paper of Pecora and Carroll,
the synchronization of chaotic systems has become an in-
creasingly sought-after field of research [13]. In this article,
the convergence of the estimate and target systems is proven
using the auto-synchronization, (synchronization of chaotic
systems with unknown parameters) [14]. In order to analyze
vulnerability of the target RNG, an estimate system given by
the following equation 2 is proposed:

ẋ2 = y2
ẏ2 = z2 +K(y1 − y2)
ż2 = a2(−x2 − y2 − z2 + sgn(x2))
ȧ2 = −x2(y1− y2)

(2)

where K is the coupling strength between the target and
estimate systems and a2 is the unknown control parameter of
the target system to be estimated. The information available
are the structure of the target RNG system and a scalar time
series given by a observable where y1 = ẋ1 is the observable
chaotic signal given in 2.

For analyzing the stability of auto-synchronization, we
numerically calculate the Conditional Lyapunov Exponents
(CLE) using standard 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with
fixed step size. CLEs for the estimate system are calculated
from the set of ordinary differential equations given in Eqn.
2 where QR decomposition method [15] is used. Numerical
Jacobian is exploited which is calculated numerically by using
finite differences. Offset for numerical Jacobian = 10−0.008

and integration time step is 0.004 while integration steps per
Jacobian map is 50.

Fig. 2. Synchronization error Log |ea(t)| (red line).

In Fig.1, we plot largest CLEs as a function of coupling
strength K. As shown in this figure, when K is greater
than 0.63 then the largest CLE is negative and hence auto-
synchronization of target and estimate systems is achieved and
stable. For any K less than 0.63, largest CLE is positive and
auto-synchronization is unstable.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Fig. 3. Synchronization error Log |ex(t)| (blue line).

In this article, we numerically demonstrate the proposed es-
timate system using standard 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm
with fixed step size. The estimate system expressed by the Eqn.
2 is designed that converges to target system as x2 → x1 where
t → ∞ and t is the normalized time. Error signal a, x, y, and
z of the auto-synchronization are defined as ea = a1 − a2,
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ex = x1 − x2, ey = y1 − y2 and ez = z1 − z2 respectively.
Here proposed estimate system aims to find out appropriate
coupling strengths such that |e(t)| → 0 when t → ∞.

Fig. 4. Synchronization error Log |ey(t)| (orange line).

Log |ea(t)|, Log |ex(t)|, Log |ey(t)| and Log |ez(t)|, are
given as a function of normalized time t in Fig.2, Fig.3, Fig.4
and Fig.5 respectively, for K = 3. It is observed from the
given figure that the auto-synchronization is achieved in less
than 90t, where the synchronization effect is better than that
of K = 0.64.

Fig. 5. Synchronization error Log |ez(t)| (green line).

Auto-synchronization of the estimate system is shown in
Fig.6 where the convergence of the recovered parameter values
a2 of the estimate systems to the known values a1 of the target
system is illustrated. As shown from the given figure that, the
proposed estimate system converges to the parameter a1 of the
target system for 0.48 < a1 < 1 and auto-synchronization is
achieved in less than 90t.

Fig. 6. Convergence of the parameter value a2 of the estimate system to the
fixed value a1 of the target system for 0.48 < a1 < 1.

On the other hand, we have reported the other cryptanalysis
results in [16] and [17] where [16] use master slave synchro-
nization scheme. In this work, we propose a novel chaotic
system and further focus on estimating the secret parameters
from time series where auto-synchronization scheme is used.
It should be also noted that the proposed estimate system is
twice as fast as the previous one [17] where time to reach
Log(errorsignals) = −12 error levels was reduced by half
and it has been decreased from 280t [17] to 140t here.

Simulation results of x1 − x2, y1 − y2 and z1 − z2, are
depicted in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, which show non-
synchronized behavior and synchronization of target and esti-
mate systems.

Fig. 7. Numerical results of x1 − x2 showing the synchronized and
unsynchronized behaviors of target and estimate systems.

From the figures it is observed that stable identical synchro-
nization can be achieved. In these figures, a synchronized phe-
nomenon has not been observed initially as shown by the black
lines. The proposed estimate system approaches the target
system in less than 90t and the stable identical synchronization
is obtained where these synchronized phenomenon are shown
by colored lines in Fig. 7, 8 and Fig. 9, respectively.

Since the identical synchronization of estimate and target
systems is achieved in less than 90t (x2 → x1), the unknown
parameters of the target random number generation system are
accurately recovered and the estimated values of x1, and Si

bit converge to their corresponding fixed values. As a result,
it is clear that chaotic systems have achieved the identical
synchronization and therefore the output bitstreams of the
target and estimate systems are completely synchronized.

As a result, the proposed estimate system has not only
reached the identical synchronization at the level of the chaotic
state variables but also synchronized at the level of the
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Fig. 8. Numerical results of y1 − y2 showing the synchronized and
unsynchronized behaviors of target and estimate systems.

generated bit sequence. Proposed system not only estimates
the preceding and following bits of the target RNG but also
shows that the estimate system can generate the same output
bit sequence of the target RNG. The target RNG [8] satisfies
neither the second nor third secrecy criteria that an RNG must
fulfill. In conclusion, it has been verified that deterministic
chaos can not be the true source of randomness.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an estimate system is proposed to discover
the security weaknesses of a chaos based random number
generator (RNG). It is shown that secret parameters of the
RNG can be recovered by the proposed estimate system using
auto-synchronization scheme. Although the only information
available is the structure of the target RNG and a scalar time
series, auto-synchronization of the estimate system is achieved
and hence not only next bit but also whole output bit sequences
are synchronized.
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